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1. INTRODUCTION. The present paper deals with linear operators of 
the type T + AS where, in general, T is a closed linear operator with domain 
D(T) in the Banach space X and closed range in the Banach space Y, 
and S is bounded with respect to T. For the basic facts about closed 
linear operators, notations and conventions, we refer to [4]. 
In the case that, in addition, the index of T is finite or S is a finite-
dimensional linear operator it is well-known that T+AS has a certain 
kind of stability (see e.g. [1] and [7]). The condition "T has the property 
P(S; k)" introduced in section 2 is purely algebraic and generalizes the 
usual conditions mentioned above. In section 3 the condition that T has 
the property P(S; k) is studied in the particular case that T and S are 
bounded linear operators with domain the whole space X. The results in 
this section yield some stability theorems for bounded linear operators. 
Generalization of these theorems to the case of closed linear operators 
gives the main Theorem 5.1. 
By way of illustration, we consider the particular case that D(T) = 
=D(S)=X = Y and S is the identity operator in X. Let A be a complex 
number. Denote by R(A) the intersection n:=oR((T + AS)n) where, generally, 
R(T) denotes the range of T. Then, if there exists a non-negative integer 
k;. such that 
dim N(T+AS)j{R(A) n N(T + AS)} = k;., 
we say T + AS has the property P(S; k;.). Denote by cfJ the set of complex 
values of A for which the range R(T + AS) is closed and T + AS has the 
property P(S; k;.), and let r= {A: A E cfJ, k;. =f. O}. Then Theorem 5.1 
implies that cfJ is open in the complex plane, r has no accumulation point 
in cfJ, and if AO E cfJ, then the distance of AO to r is not smaller than the 
lower bound y(T + AOS) ofT + AoS. Moreover, if U is a connected component 
of cfJ, then the closed subspace R(A) is constant for A E U - r. 
2. THE PROPERTY P(S; k). Let X and Y be linear spaces (over the 
complex numbers), and let T and S be linear operators with domains 
D(T) and D(S), linear subspaces of X satisfying D(T) C D(S), and with 
ranges in Y. For any subset Me X, we denote by TM the image of M 
under the mapping T, so T M = {Tx : x EM n D(T)}, and for any subset 
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N C Y we denote by S-lN the inverse image of N under the mapping S, 
so S-lN = {x: x E D(S), Sx EN}. Note that images and inverse images 
of subspaces are subspaces. 
We introduce the following sequences of subs paces Dn(T; S) (n= 0,1,2, .. ) 
in X and Rn(T;S) (n=O, 1,2, ... ) in Y: 
Do(T; S)=X, Ro(T; S)= Y, 
Rn(T; S)=TDn-1(T; S) and 
Dn(T;S)=S-lRn(T;S) for n=l, 2, ... 
In other words, for n= 1, 2, ... , 
Do(T; S) =X, Dn(T; S) =S-lTDn_1(T; S), 
Ro(T; S)= Y, Rn(T; S)=TS-1Rn_1(T; S). 
In the particular case that D(T) = D(S) = X = Y and S is the identity 
operator, we have Dn(T; S)=Rn(T; S)=R(Tn) for n= 1,2, .... If R(T)= Y, 
where X i= Y is now permitted, then Rn(T; S) = Y and Dn(T; S) = X 
for all n. 
Returning to the general case, let D(T; S) = n;:O~oDn(T; S) and 
R(T; S) = n;:O~oRn(T; S). It is easy to verify that 
Do(T; S):J Dl(T; S):J D 2(T; S):J ... , 
Ro(T; S) :J Rl(T; S) :J R 2(T; S) :J ... , 
TD(T; S) C R(T; S), S-lR(T; S)= 
D(T; S) and N(T + J..S) C D(T; S) for J.. i= 0. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For abbreviation, we shall say that T has the property 
P(S; k) whenever there exists a non-negative integer k such that 
dim N(T)j{D(T; S) n N(T)}=k. 
Lemma 2.2. Let T and S be the same as above. The linear operators 
A and B from G(T) into Yare defined by A(x, Tx)=Tx and B(x, Tx)=Sx 
respectively. Finally, let J.. be complex. Then T + J..S has the property P(S; k) 
if and only if A +J..B has the property P(B; k). Moreover, for n= 0, 1, 2, .... 
Rn(T+J..S;S)=Rn(A+J..B; B). 
Proof. Let To and So be the restrictions of T and S to Xo=D(T)= 
=D(T+J..S). Then it is easy to prove that Xo n Dn(T+J..S; S)= 
Dn(To+J..So;So) and Rn(T+J..S;S)=Rn(To+J..So;So) for n=O, 1,2, .... 
This implies Xo n D(T+J..S; S)=D(To+J..So; So). But then it follows from 
N(T+J.S)=N(To+J..So) C Xo that 
N(T+J..S) n D(T+J..S; S)=N(To+J..So) n D(To+J..So; So), 
and so, by the preceding definition, T +J..S has the property P(S; k) if 
and only if To+J..So has the property P(So; k). 
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Observe now that the linear operator J, defined on Xo=D(T) by 
Jx= (x, Tx), is an algebraic isomorphism from Xo onto G(T) such that 
AJ =To and BJ =So. But then Dn(A +AB; B) =JDn(To+ASo; So) and 
Rn(A + AB; B) = Rn(To + ASo; So) for n = 0, 1, 2, .... This implies 
D(A +AB; B)=JD(To+ASo; So) 
and, since N(A +AB) =IN(To+ASo), we have 
N(A +AB)j{D(A +AB; B) n N(A +AB)}= 
IN(To+ASo)j{JD(To+ASo; So) n IN(To + ASo)}. 
But then it follows, since J is an algebraic isomorphism, that A + AB 
has the property P(B; k) if and only if To+ASo has the property P(So; k). 
Hence, in view of what was proved before, T + AS has the property P(S; k) 
if and only if A+AB has the property P(B; k), and Rn(T+AS;S)= 
=Rn(To+ASo; So)=Rn(A +AB; B) for n= 0, 1,2, .... 
A linear operator T with IX(T) < 00 has, for each linear operator S with 
domain D(S) satisfying D(T) C D(S), the property P(S; k) for some k with 
0.;;; k.;;; IX(T). Indeed, if S is a linear operator with D(T) C D(S), then 
dim N(T)j{D(T; S) n N(T)}';;;IX(T) <00. 
If S is a finite-dimensional linear operator (i.e., dim R(S) < 00), and if T 
is a linear operator with D(T) C D(S), then 
dim N(T)j{D(T; S) n N(T)}.;;; dim N(T)j{N(S) n N(T)} 
.;;; dim D(S)jN(S) = dim R(S) < 00, 
and so T has the property P(S; k) for some k with O.;;;k.;;; dim R(S). 
We proceed to present some necessary and sufficient conditions in order 
that a pair of linear operators T and S with D(T) C D(S) satisfies the 
condition that T has the property P(S; k). 
Lemma 2.3. It T has the property P(S; k), then TD(T;S)=R(T; S) 
and S-lR(T; S)=D(T; S). Oonversely, it there exist subspaces Xo C X and 
Yo C Y such that 
(i) TXo= Yo, S-lYo=Xo, 
(ii) dim N(T)j{Xo n N(T)}=l< 00, 
then T has the property P(S; k) tor some k with O.;;;k.;;;l. 
Proof. For the first part of this lemma we have only to prove that 
TD(T; S):J R(T; S), since trivially, 
TD(T; S) C R(T; S) and S-lR(T; S)=D(T; S). 
From the hypothesis that T has the property P(S; k) it follows that 
N(T) n Dn(T; S) =N(T) n Dn+1(T; S) 
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for n;;>no. Choose y E R(T; S) and let Vy = {x: x E D(T), Tx=y}. Since 
y ERn(T;S)=TDn(T;S), we have V y n Dn(T;S)=ft0 for n=O, 1,2, ... , 
and, given Xl E Vy n Dn(T; S), we have X2 E Vy n Dn(T; S) if and only if 
XI-X2 E N(T) n Dn(T; S). It follows that V y n Dn(T; S) = Vy n Dn+l(T;S) 
for n;;>no, and so Vy n D(T; S)= V y n Dno(T; S)=ft 0. This shows that 
there exists x E D(T; S) with Tx=y, i.e., 
TD(T; S):l R(T; S). 
Conversely, since Xo ex =Do(T; S), we have 
Yo=TXo C TX =TDo(T; S)=RI(T; S). 
But then 
Proceeding by induction, we obtain Xo C Dn(T; S) for all n, and so 
Xo C D(T; S). But then 
k= dim N(T)/{D(T;S) n N(T)}.;;; 
dim N(T)/{Xo n N(T)}=l< 00. 
Lemma 2.4. It there exist subspaces Xo C X and Yo C Y such that 
(i) TXo C Yo, N(T) C X o, 
(ii) SXo C Yo, N(S) C Xo, 
(iii) dim Yo/TXo=l< 00, 
then T has the property P(S; k) tor some k with 0.;;; k.;;; 1. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Xo=X and 
Yo= Y. Then it follows from the hypothesis that there exists an 1-dimen-
sional subspace Ley such that Y =R(T) EEl L=RI(T; S) EEl L. Let A 
and B be the linear operators defined on G(T) by A(x, Tx) =Tx and 
B(x, Tx)=Sx. Then D(A)=D(B)=G(T) and, by Lemma 2.2, Rn(A; B)= 
= Rn(T; S) for all n. Hence, Y = RI(A; B) EEl L. But then 
dim Do(A; B)/DI(A; B)= dim B-IRo(A; B)/B-IRI(A; B) 
.;;; dim Ro(A; B)/RI(A; B) = 1, 
and so 
dim RI(A; B)/R2(A; B) = dim ADo(A; B)/ADI(A; B).;;; 
dim Do(A; B)/DI(A; B).;;; dim Ro(A; B)/RI(A; B)=l. 
By induction it follows now that dim Rn(A; B)/Rn+l (A; B) is a non-
increasing function of n majorized by 1, and so equal to a finite constant 
for n;;> no. Since 
dim Rn(A; B)/Rn+l(A; B);;> dim B-IRn(A; B)/B-IRn+l(A; B)= 
dim Dn(A; B)/Dn+l(A; B) = 
dim ADn(A; B)/ADn+l(A; B)+rn= 
dim Rn+l(A; B)/Rn+2(A; B)+rn, 
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with rn the maximal number of linearly independent elements of 
N(A) n Dn(A; B) modulo D n+1(A; B), it follows that N(A) n Dn(A; B) = 
=N(A) n D n+1(A; B) for n>no. But then we have 
dim N(A)j{D(A; B) n N(A)} = dim N(A)j{Dno(A; B) n 
n N(A)}=ro+ ... +rno<; dim Ro(A; B)j 
Rl(A; B) - dim Rno+1(A; B)jRno+2(A; B) <; l, 
and so A has the property P(B; k) with k <; l. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, 
T has the property P(S; k) with k<;l. 
Corollary 2.5. It T has the property P(S; k), then 
l= dim R(S)j{R(T) n R(S)}>k. 
Proof. If l= + =, then the inequality is trivial. Assume, therefore, 
that 1 is finite. Let Yo be the subspace of Y spanned by R(T) and R(S). Then 
(i) TX C Yo, N(T) ex, 
(ii) SX C Yo, N(S) ex, 
(iii) dim YojT X = dim {R(T) + R(S)}jR(T) = 
dim R(S)j{R(T) n R(S)}=l. 
But then, by the preceding lemma, T has the property P(S; k) for some k 
with O<;k<;l. 
Note that, so far, we have only assumed that T and S are linear operators 
acting between linear spaces with domains D(T) and D(S) satisfying 
D(T) C D(S). The definition of the property P(S; k) and the proved lemmas 
are purely algebraic. 
Linear operators T with the property P(S; 0) are also studied by 
T. KATO ([5]; in this paper the condition is denoted by v(T: S)= =). 
3. BOUNDED LINEAR OPERATORS WITH P(. ; k). In this section it is 
always assumed that X and Yare Banach spaces (over the complex 
numbers), and that A and B are bounded linear operators from X into Y. 
For brevity, the following notations are used. 
Dn=Dn(A; B), Rn=Rn(A; B) for n=O, 1,2, ... , 
D=D(A; B), R=R(A; B). 
Theorem 3.1. It R(A) is closed, and it A has the property P(B; k), 
then the subspaces D n, Rn(n= 0, 1,2, ... ), D and R are closed, and 
(i) AD=R, B-1R=D, 
(ii) N(A+J.B) CD tor k~O. 
Proof. Evidently, Do and Ro are closed. Assuming now that it has 
already been proved that Dz and Rz are closed, we wish to show that 
DZ+1 and RZ+1 are closed subspaces. Since 
dim N(A)j{Dz n N(A)}<; dim N(A)j{D n N(A)}=k< =, 
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there exists a finite-dimensional subspace N C N(A) such that N n Dz= (0). 
Let M =Dz EB N =Dz+N(A). Then M is a closed subspace of X and 
AM =Rz+l. Since N(A) C M and R(A) is closed, it follows that Rm is 
closed. But then, since B is continuous, the inverse image B-IRz+l=Dz+l 
is closed. By induction, we obtain that Dz and Rz are closed for 1 = 0, 1, 2, .... 
From D= nZ:oDz and R= nZ:oRz it follows then that D and Rare 
closed subspaces. 
The properties (i) are already proved in Lemma 2.3, and (ii) follows 
immediately from the definition of D. 
The following two theorems show that there exists an interesting 
connection between bounded linear operators with the property P(B; k) 
and bounded linear operators with finite-dimensional range. 
Theorem 3.2. It R(A) is closed, and it A has the property P(B; k), 
then there exists a bounded linear operator 0 from X into Y with dim R(O) = k 
and R(O) C R(B), such that R(A +0) is closed and A +0 has the property 
P(B; 0). 
Proof. In the case k= 0, the theorem is trivial. Assume, therefore, 
k>O. Since dim N(A)j{D n N(A)}=k, there exists a k-dimensional sub-
space NCN(A) such that NnD=(O) and NEBD=N(A)+D. The 
subspace D is, by the preceding theorem, a closed subspace of X. But 
then, as an easy consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists 
a closed subspace Xo C X such that X =N EB Xo and D C Xo. If Xl, ... , Xlc 
is a basis of N, we have for each X E X that 
(1) 
unique with Xo E Xo. 
By Corollary 2.5, dim R(B)j{R(A) n R(B)}>k. Choose YI, . .. , Yk in 
R(B) linearly independent modulo R(A) n R(B), and define for each 
x E X, represented by (1), Ox= 2J~liXiYi. Evidently, 0 is a bounded linear 
operator from X into Y with dim R(O) = k and R(O) C R(B). Since 
R(A) n R(O) = (0), we have x E N(A +0) if and only if x E N(A) n N(O) = 
=N(A) n Xo=N(A) n D. Summarizing, we have a bounded linear 
operator A +0 such that 
(i) (A+O)D=AD=R, D=B-IR, 
(ii) dim N(A +O)j{N(A +0) n D}=O, 
and hence, by Lemma 2.3, A +0 has the property P(B; 0). 
Since R(A) is closed, dim R(O) is finite and R(A+O)=R(A)+R(O), 
it follows that R(A + 0) is closed. 
The preceding theorem generalizes a few theorems of B. Y OOD about 
bounded linear operators with closed range and with either finite nullity 
or finite deficiency ([7], Theorems 3.9 and 3.10). A partial converse of 
the preceding theorem is as follows. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let A have the property P(B; 0), and let 0 be a bounded 
linear operator from X into Y with dim R(O)=l< 00 and N(B) C N(O). 
Then A + 0 has the property P( B; k) for some k with 0 < k < 1. 
Proof. Since A has the property P(B; 0), the nullspace N(A) satisfies 
N(A) CD. Furthermore we have AD=R and B-IR=D. Let Xo= 
= (A +O)-lR. Then Xo is a subspace of X with N(A +0) C Xo. If x E N(B), 
then x ED n N(O) and hence (A+O)x=Ax ER. But then x EXo, and so 
N(B)CXo. It is not difficult to show that dim Xo/{D n Xo}<l. This 
fact implies the existence of a finite-dimensional subspace M C Xo such 
that Xo=M EB (D n Xo) and dim M <1. Since D=B-IR, we have 
BM n R= (0). Defining Yo= BM EB R, we have 
(i) (A +O)Xo C Yo, N(A +0) C X o, 
(ii) BXo C Yo, N(B) C X o, 
(iii) dim Yo/(A+O)Xo< dim Yo/R= dim BM <1. 
But then, by Lemma 2.4, A +0 has the property P(B; k) for some k 
with O<k<l. 
Lemma 3.4. If R(A) is closed, and if A has the property P(B; 1), 
then A * has the property P(B*; k) for some k with O<k<l. 
Proof. Firstly, assume that 1=0. Then, by Theorem 3.1, AD=R and 
B-IR=D, and, by Definition 2.1, the nullspace N(A) satisfies N(A) CD. 
Introduce the following sequences of subspaces Nn(n=O, 1,2, ... ) in 
X and Mn (n=O, 1,2, ... ) in Y: 
No= (0), Mo= (0), Nn+1=A -lMn, 
Mn=BNn for n=O, 1,2, ... , 
and let N=u:~oNnandM=u:~oMn. Since NoCD and MoC BDCR, 
we have Nl=A -lMo C A -lR=D and Ml=BNl C BD C R. Proceeding 
by induction, we obtain N n CD and Mn C BD C R for n=O, 1,2, ... , 
and so N C D and M C BD C R. It is easy to verify that AN = M and 
BN =M. Furthermore, we have N(A) C N. 
If g EM1, then g(y)=O for all y EM=BN, so g(Bx)=O for all x EN, 
i.e., B*g E Nl. From M C R(B) it follows that N(B*)=R(B)l C Ml. 
So we have 
(i) B* Ml C Nl, N(B*) C Ml. 
From AN = M it follows that also 
(ii) A * Ml C Nl, N(A *) C Ml. 
Since N(A) C Nand R(A) is closed, we have Nl C N(A)l=R(A*). 
Hence, if g EN1, then g=A*f for some f E Y*. Then f(Ax)=g(x)=O 
for all x EN, i.e., f EMl since AN=M. This shows that A*(Ml)=Nl. 
But then we have 
(iii) dim Nl/A * Ml= 0 
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From (i), (ii), (iii) and Lemma 2.4 it follows now that A * has the property 
P(B*; 0). 
Assume now that 1 =1= O. By Theorem 3.2 there exists a bounded linear 
operator 0 from X into Y with dim R(O) = 1 and R(O) C R(B), such that 
A+O has the property P(B; 0). But then, it follows from what we proved 
above that A * +0* = (A +0)* has the property P(B*; 0). Since (-0*) 
is a bounded linear operator from y* into X* with 
dim R( -0*)= dim R(O*)= dim R(O)=l 
and with 
N( -O*)=R(O)l. ~ R(B)l.=N(B*), 
we have by Theorem 3.3, that A*=(A*+O*)+(-O*) has the property 
P(B*; k) for some k with O<,k<,l. 
Lemma 3.5. If R(A) is closed, and if A* has the property P(B*; 1), 
then A has the property P(B; k) for some k with O<,k<,l. 
Proof. Since R(A) is closed, we have that R(A *) and R(A **) are 
closed subspaces, and so, by the preceding lemma, the linear operator A ** 
has the property P(B**; r) for some r with O<,r<,l. Then it follows from 
Theorem 3.1 that there exist closed subspaces K' C X* * and L' C y* * 
such that 
(i) A ** K' =L', (B**)-lL' =K', 
(ii) dim N(A **)/{K' n N(A **)}=r. 
Denote by J 1 the canonical mapping of X into X**, and by J 2 that of 
Y into Y**. Let K =J1-1K' and L=J2 -1L'; then K and L are closed 
subspaces. From the equalities A**Jt=J2A and B**J1=J2B it follows 
that AK eLand BK C L. If y E L n R(B), then there exists x E X such 
that Bx=y, and so J 2Bx = B**J1x EL'. But then J 1x EK', and hence x EK. 
This implies B-1L=K. Since R(A**)=N(A*)l. and R(A)=l.N(A*), we 
have J 2R(A)=R(A **) n J 2Y, and hence 
J 2(L n R(A)) =J2L n J 2R(A) =J2L n R(A **) n 
n J 2 Y =J2L n R(A **)=J2L. 
But then L C R(A). Let Ko=A -lL, then Ko is a closed subspace of 
X, K C Ko and 
dim Ko/K = dim J 1K o/J1K = dim JtKo/K' = dim A **J1KO/A ** K' +s, 
with s the maximal number of linearly independent elements of 
N(A **) n J1KO modulo K'. Since 
dim N(A **)/{K' n N(A **)}=r, 
we have s<,r, and so 
dim Ko/K<, dim A**J1K o/A**K'+r= 
= dim J 2AKo/L' +r= dim J 2L/L' +r=r. 
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Define now Lo=L+BKo, then L C Lo C Y and 
dim Lo/L= dim {L+ BKo}/{L+ BK}= dim BKo/BK <, dim Ko/K <r. 
Summarizing, we have 
(j) AKo=L C L o, N(A) C K o, 
(jj) BKo C L o, N(B) C K o, 
(jjj) dim Lo/AKo=dim Lo/L<,r, 
and so, by Lemma 2.4, A has the property P(B; k) for some k with 
O<,k<, dim Lo/L<,r<,l. 
Combining these two lemmas, the main theorem of this section is obtained. 
Theorem 3.6. Let R(A) be closed. Then A has the property P(B; k) 
if and only if A * has the property P(B*; k). 
4. STABILITY THEOREMS FOR BOUNDED LINEAR OPERATORS. As before, 
let A and B be bounded linear operators from the Banach space X into 
the Banach space Y. We assume that A is not the null operator, and that 
IIBII <,1. In this section we are mainly interested in the properties of the 
linear operator A + AB, where A is a complex number. Therefore, we 
introduce the following notations. 
Dn(A)=Dn(A+AB; B), Rn(A) = 
Rn(A +AB; B) for n= 0,1,2, ... , 
D(A)=D(A +AB; B), R(A)=R(A +AB; B). 
In the particular case A = 0, we use also the abbreviations of the preceding 
section, i.e., D=D(O), R=R(O), Dn(O)=Dn and Rn(O)=Rn for all n. 
Theorem 4.1. If R(A) is closed, and if A has the property P(B; k), 
then there exists a positive constant e such that for ° < IAI < e, 
(i) CX(A+AB)=cx(A)-k, 
(ii) ~(A + AB) = f3(A) - k, 
(iii) A + AB has the property P(B; 0). 
In the particular case k=O, the constant e may be taken equal to y(A). 
Proof. (i), (iii) By Theorem 3.1 the subspaces D and R are closed, 
AD=R, B-IR=D and N(A+AB) CD for A#O. Let Ao and Bo be the 
restrictions of A and B to D. Then Ao and Bo are bounded linear operators 
from the Banach space D into the Banach space R, and IIBol1 < IIBII <,1. 
The range of Ao is equal to R, so we have y(Ao) > 0, and the stability 
theorems in section 6 of [4] are applicable to Ao+ABo. Hence we have for 
O<IAI<y(Ao) that (A+AB)D=R(Ao+ABo)=R and CX(AO+ABo)=cx(Ao). 
The first fact, combined with N(A+AB) CD and D=B-IR, implies, by 
Lemma 2.3, that A+AB has the property P(B; 0). The fact cx(Ao+ABo) = 
= cx(Ao) implies, since N (A + AB) = N (Ao + ABo) that cx(A + AB) = cx(Ao). 
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But then it follows from k= dim N(A)j{D n N(A)}= dim N(A)jN(Ao) 
that cx(A + AB) = cx(Ao) = cx(A) - k. 
In the particular case k=O, and hence N(A) CD, we have N(A)=N(Ao). 
But then y(Ao);> y(A) > 0. 
(ii) Since R(A) is closed, it follows that R(A *) is closed, and, by 
Theorem 3.6, A * has the property P(B*; k). But then, by what has already 
been proved, there exists a constant {II> ° such that cx(A * + AB*) = 
=cx(A*)-k for O<IAI<{lI. Since CX(A*+AB*)=jJ(A+AB) for all A, we 
have jJ(A+AB)=jJ(A)-k for O<IAI<{ll. 
In the particular case that k=O, we proved above that {II could be 
taken equal to y(A*). But y(A*)=y(A), so {II may be taken equal to y(A). 
Finally, if {I = min (y(Ao), {II), then (i), (ii) and (iii) are simultaneously 
satisfied for ° < IAI < {I. 
Theorem 4.2. If R(A) is closed, and if A has the property P(B; k), 
then there exists a positive constant {I such that for IAI < {I, the range R(A + AB) 
is closed. In the particular case k = 0, the constant {I may be taken equal 
to y(A). 
Proof. Assume first that k=O. Then, by Definition 2.1 and Theorem 
3.1 the subspaces D and R are closed, and 
AD=R, D=B-IR, N(A+AB) CD for all A. 
Let Ao and Bo be the restrictions of A and B to D. Then Ao is a bounded 
linear operator from the Banach space D onto the Banach space R, 
and IIBol1 <: IIBII <: 1. Furthermore, since N(Ao) = N(A), it follows from the 
definition ofy(A) that y(Ao);>y(A). Then, by Theorem 6.2 of [4], we have 
(A +AB)D= (Ao+ABo)D=R for IAI <y(A). In the particular case that 
D=X it follows then that R(A +AB) = (A +AB)X = (A +AB)D=R, and so 
R(A+AB) is closed for IAI<y(A). Assume, therefore, that D is a proper 
subspace of X. Then, in view of D=B-IR, the space R is a proper sub-
space of Y. Let [X]=XjD, and [Y]= YjR, so [X] and [Y] are Banach 
spaces whose elements will be denoted by [x] and [y] respectively. Since 
AD=R and BD C R, it makes sense to define the operators [A] and [B] 
from [X] into [Y] by [A][x] = [Ax] and [B][x] = [Bx] respectively. 
Evidently, [A] and [B] are linear, and it follows from 
II[B] [x]ll= II[Bx]ll=inf {IIBx-yoll: yo E R} 
<: inf {IIBx-Bxoll: xo ED} 
that II[B]II<:IIBII<:1. Similarly, II[A]II<:IIAII. Since [0]= [B][x] = [Bx] 
implies Bx E R, and hence xED, we have that [B] is one-one. Similarly, 
[0]= [A] [x] = [Ax] implies xED, and so [A] is also one-one. Next we 
show that y([A]);>y(A). Given x E X and Xo ED, we have 
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II[x]ll=d(x, D)=d(x+xo, D)<:d(x+xo, N(A)) 
<: {y(A)}-1 IIA(x+xo)ll. 
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This holds for all Xo ED, and since AD=R, it follows that 
II[x]II.;;;{y(A)}-lll[Ax]ll· 
Hence, R([A]) is closed and y([A]);>y(A»O. 
Summarizing, [A] and [B] are bounded one-one linear operators from 
[X] into [Y], the operator [A] has a closed range, and II[B]II.;;; 1. 
For any complex A we have (A + AB)D C R, and so [A + AB] can be 
defined similarly as [A] and [B]. Evidently, [A+AB]= [A]+A[B]. 
For small value of A, i.e., for IAI <y(A), it was shown in the first part of 
the present proof that (A + AB)D = Rand N (A + AB) CD. Hence, for 
these values of A, if follows again that [A + AB] is a one-one bounded linear 
operator, and we have [y] E R([A +AB]) if and only if y E R(A +AB). 
From 
II[A][x] + A[B][x]ll;> II [A][x]II-IAIII[B][x]11 
;>y([A]) Ilxll-IAlllxll = {y([A]) -IAI} Ilxll, 
it follows that R([A +AB])=R([A] +A[B]) is closed for all IAI <y([A]), 
and hence surely for all IAI <y(A). In order to show now that, for 
IAI <y(A), the range R(A +AB) is closed, let {Yn} C R(A +AB) tends to 
yo E Y. Then {[Yn]} C R([A+AB]) and lim [Yn] = [Yo]. Since R([A+AB]) 
is closed, we obtain [Yo]ER([A+AB]), and so yoER(A+AB). This 
shows that R(A + AB) is closed. 
Assume now that k =1= o. Then, by Theorem 3.2, there exists a bounded 
linear operator 0 from X into Y with dim R(O) = k such that R(A + 0) 
is closed and A +0 has the property P(B; 0). But then it follows from 
the results proved above that, for IAI<y(A+O), the range R(A+AB+O) 
is closed. Since 
A+AB=(A+AB+O)-O 
and dim R(O) is finite, it is not difficult to show (see e.g. [3], Lemma 19.2) 
that R(A + AB) is closed for IAI < y(A + 0). 
The following lemma is due to T. KATO ([5], Theorem 3, § 6.1). For 
a proof of this lemma we refer to Kato's paper. 
Lemma 4.3. If A has the property P(B; 0), then 
y(A+AB);>y(A)-3IAI 
for all A. 
Theorem 4.4. If R(A) is closed, and if A has the property P(B; 0), 
then, for IAI <y(A), the subs paces D(A) and R(A) satisfy D(A) =D and R(A) =R. 
Proof. By Definition 2.1 and Theorem 3.1, the subspaces D and R 
are closed, and 
AD=R,D=B-IR, N(A+AB) CD for all A. 
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For IAI <y(A), it was shown in the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.2 
that (A +AB)D=R. From DC X = Do(A), it follows then that 
(A +AB)D C (A +AB)Do(A) =RI(A), 
and so R C RI(A). But then D=B-IR C B-IRI(A)=DI(A). Proceeding by 
induction, we obtain DC Dn(A) for n= 0, 1,2, ... , and so DC D(A) for 
IAI <y(A). 
Choose a fixed Ao satisfying IAol <!y(A). Then, by Theorem 4.1, A+AOB 
has the property P(B; 0), and, by Theorem 4.2, the range R(A+AOB) 
is closed. But then, it follows from what we proved above that, for 
IA-Aol<y(A+lcoB), the subspace D(Ao) satisfies D(AO)CD(A). By the 
preceding lemma y(A+AoB»y(A)-3IAol > IAol. Hence, D(Ao) C D(O)=D. 
This shows that, for IAI < !y(A), the subspace D(A) satisfies D(A) =D. 
Let eo be the supremum of all r>O with the property that D(lc)=D 
for IAI<r. Evidently eo>!y(A»O. Assume now that eo<e<y(A). For 
each A with IAI,-;;;; e, the linear operator A + AB has the property P(B; 0) 
and R(A + AB) is closed. By Lemma 4.3, we have for IAII,-;;;; e and IA21,-;;;; e 
that 
and so y(A + AB) is continuous on {A: IAI,-;;;; e}. Since y(A + AB) > 0 for 
IAI ,-;;;; e, we have 
m= min {y(A+AB): IAI,-;;;;e}>O. 
Choose a fixed Ao satisfying IAol =eo. Then it follows from what we proved 
above that D(Ao) = D(A) for IA - Aol < !m. This is done for every Ao satisfying 
IAol = eo, and we thus obtain that D(A) = D for IAI < eo + !m, contradicting 
the definition of eo. Hence eo>y(A), and so D(A)=D for IAI <y(A). 
Since A +AB has the property P(B; 0) for IAI <y(A), we have, by 
Lemma 2.3, 
R(A)=R(A+AB; B)=(A+AB)D(A+AB; B) 
= (A + AB)D(A) = (A + AB)D = R. 
5. STABILITY THEOREMS FOR CLOSED LINEAR OPERATORS. Let T be a 
closed linear operator with domain D(T) in the Banach space X and 
range R(T) in the Banach space Y, and let S be a linear operator with 
D(S) in X and range in Y, such that D(T) C D(S). Recall that S is bounded 
with respect to T ([4], section 5) if there exist positive constants IX and fJ 
such that IISxll,-;;;; IX Ilxll + f3 IITxl1 for all x E D(T). For such a pair of linear 
operators we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let T be a closed linear operator with domain in X and 
range in Y, and let S be bounded with respect to T, i.e.,IISxll,-;;;; IX Ilxll + f3 IITxl1 
tor all x E D(T). It R(T) is closed, and it T has the property P(S; k), then 
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there exists a positive constant e such that for ° < IAI < e the linear operator 
T + AS is a closed linear operator with closed range and 
(i) OI.(T + AS} = OI.(T} - k, 
(ii) f3(T + AS} = f3(T} - k, 
(iii) T + AS has the property P(S; o}. 
In the particular case k=O, the constant e may be taken equal to y(T}j{OI.+ 
+f3y(T)} and then, for IAI <y(T)j{OI.+f3y(T)}, the subspace D(T+AS; S} 
satisfies D(T + AS; S) = D(T; S} and the closed subspace R(T + AS; S} satisfies 
R(T+AS; S}=R(T; S}. 
Proof. Let X X Y be normed by II(x, y}11 = 01. Ilxll + f3 Ilyll, and let A 
and B be the bounded linear operators from G(T) into Y, defined by 
A(x, Tx}=Tx and B(x, Tx}=Sx (cf. [4], Theorem 5.2). By Lemma 2.2, 
the linear operator A has the property P(B; k}. The range of A is the 
same as the range of T, so R(A} is closed, and, by Theorem 5.2 of [4], 
we have y(A)=y(T)j{OI.+py(T)}. It follows now from Theorems 4.1 and 
4.2, that there exists a positive constant eo such that, for 0< IAI <eo, 
OI.(A +AB}=OI.(A} -k, P(A +AB}=P(A}-k, A +AB has the property P(B; O} 
and R(A + AB} is closed. In the particular case k = 0, the constant eo may 
be taken equal to y(A}, and then, by Theorem 4.4, the subspace 
R(A+AB; B} satisfies R(A+AB; B}=R(A; B} for IAI<y(A}. By Theorem 
3.1, the subspace R(A; B) is closed. But then, once more by Theorem 5.2 
of [4], we have that, for 0< IAI <eo, OI.(T+AS}=OI.(T}-k, P(T+AS}=P(T}-k 
and R(T + AS} is closed, and, by Lemma 2.2, the linear operator T + AS 
has the property P(S; O} for 0< IAI <eo. In the particular case k=O, 
Lemma 2.2 implies that R(T+AS; S} is a closed subspace of Y and that 
R(T+AS;S}=R(T;S} for IAI<y(T}j{OI.+Py(T)}. Since D(T+AS;S}= 
=S-lR(T+AS;S} for all A, we have D(T+AS;S}=D(T;S} for 
IAI <y(T}j{OI.+Py(T)}. 
Finally, the linear operator T+AS is closed for IAI <P-1 (cf. B. SZ.-NAGY 
[6], Theoreme 1), and hence the constant e may be taken equal to 
min (eo, P-1). 
Assume now that S is a bounded linear operator from D(S} C X with 
range in Y, and let D(T} C D(S}. Then, for all A, T + AS is a closed linear 
operator with domain D(T+AS)=D(T), and so S is bounded with respect 
to T+AS. Denote by (j) the set of complex values of A for which R(T+AS} 
is closed and T + AS has the property P(S; kJ.} for some non-negative 
integer kJ.' and let r={A:A E (j), k;.*O}. As a consequence of the preceding 
theorem, we obtain: 
Oorollary 5.2. The set (j) is open in the complex plane, and r has 
no accumulation point in (j). If Ao E (j) - r, then 
inf {IA-Aol: A E r};>y(T+AoS)j IISII. 
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For all A E rfJ, the subspace R(T+AS; S) is closed, and since D(T+AS; S) 
is the inverse image of R(T + AS; S) under the bounded linear operator S, 
we have that D(T+AS; S) is closed. By means of Theorem 5.1, it is easy 
to deduce: 
Corollary 5.3. It U is a connected componentot rfJ, then the closed 
subspaces D(T + AS; S) and R(T + AS; S) are constant tor A E U - r. 
Our main Theorem 5.1 generalizes Theorem 16.2 of [3]; the preceding 
corollaries generalize Theorems 1 and 2 in [2]. After the completion of 
the present work we noticed an announcement of a theorem by L. D. 
Graber (cf. A.M.S. Notices, 12 (1965), p. 108, Abstract 619-171). Graber's 
theorem corresponds partially to the assertions in Theorem 5.1 concerning 
the particular case k = 0. 
Without the hypothesis that T has the property P(S; k) for some 
non-negative integer k Theorem 5.1 does not necessarily hold, as is seen 
from the following example. 
Let X = Y =12. Given x = (xl, X2, ... ) E 12, we define the vector 
y=(x2, 0, 2x4, 0, ... ); generally, y2n-l=nx2n and y2n=0 for n=l, 2, .... 
Let D(T) = {x: x E 12, Y E 12}. Then, trivially, D(T) is a proper subspace 
dense in 12. Defining now Tx=y for all x E D(T), it is not difficult to 
verify that T is a closed linear operator with domain D(T) and closed 
range R(T) in 12. If x E D(T), then Tx E D(T) and T(Tx) = 0. Hence 
R(T) C N(T). 
Let I denote the identity operator. Then R(T) C N(T) implies D(T; 1)= 
= R(T; I) = (0), and so, on account of N(T) = + 00, there is no non-negative 
integer k such that T has the property P(I; k). 
Finally, it follows immediately from the definition of T that f3(T) = + 00. 
Let ,1#0. Since N(T+AI)CD(T;I) and D(T;I)=(O), we have 
IX(T + AI) = 0. Furthermore, it is easy to prove that R(T + AI) = D(T). 
But then R(T + AI) is not closed, f3(T + AI) = ° and 
D(T+AI; I)=R(T+AI; I)=D(T). 
Summarizing, we have a closed linear operator T such that 
(i) there is no non-negative integer k such that T has the property 
P(I; k), 
(ii) R(T+AI) is ~ closed for ,1=0, 
( not closed for ,1#0, 
(iii) IX(T + AI) = f3(T + AI) = ~ 00 for ,1=0, 
? ° for ,1#0, 
(iv) D(T+AI; I)=R(T+AI; I) = ~ (0) for ,1=0, 
( D(T) for ,1# 0. 
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